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What Is Possible for your joint pain is here.

From nonsurgical to minimally invasive options, together, we’ll decide which treatment is right for you.

Orthopaedic pain can be a slight setback or be completely debilitating. But no matter what pain level you’re experiencing, the Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin health network is where you go to get strong again. Our orthopaedic and spine specialists will always explore nonsurgical treatments first, like physical therapy and medications. However, if surgery is needed, we are on the leading-edge of minimally invasive and advanced surgical techniques. Isn’t it good to know what is possible?

Find an orthopaedic or spine specialist near you at froedtort.com/ortho or call 1-800-DOCTORS.
In the performing arts community, nothing is more important than celebrating the hard work and accomplishments of all artists involved. In 1947, a group of people came up with the Tony Awards to celebrate the performing arts in New York. In 1976, a group of people came up with the Olivier Awards on the West End. And in 2017, we came up with the Footlights Performing Arts Awards to celebrate the illustrious performing arts scene right here in Milwaukee.

On June 22nd, 2017, we had the pleasure of gathering a group of artists and art lovers from all levels and all corners to celebrate with us at the Footlights Performing Arts Awards. As Footlights President/Publisher Steve Marcus put it, we “[brought] local artists together for one night, under the same roof, to celebrate and recognize the massive amount of talent our mid-size city contains.” We presented 32 awards in 16 categories, celebrating the victories of both professional and non-professional theatre companies.

The night, which began with the ceremony at the Milwaukee Rep’s Quadracci Powerhouse, and ended at an after party at the InterContinental Milwaukee Hotel, was a huge success. There was laughter and tears. There was networking and socializing. Old friends reconnecting and new friends sharing a passion for the performing arts. The cheers we heard all night long were a sure sign that Milwaukee was just as ready to celebrate as we were.

In our first year hosting the Footlights Performing Arts Awards, we decided to keep them as a people’s choice award. Audiences were encouraged to submit nominations throughout the beginning of the year. Once those were all compiled, visitors to Footlights.com were given the chance to vote for their favorite performances. As we continue to
grow and expand this event, we’ve invited artists from a variety of performing arts organization to help us fine-tune this process, and the awards as a whole. “We realize that there is no perfect way to hold an awards event, be it through people’s choice or by committee. And, I must admit, we embarked on this awards journey feet-first,” noted Steve Marcus at the ceremony. “And so, I ask for your forgiveness if this is not perfect. Most things are not the first time around. There's always room for improvement, right? I also ask for your blessing, and that you get on the bandwagon and join us in making this event bigger and better for next year and the years to come.”

We couldn’t have asked for a better show. From the hilarious presence of host John McGivern, to the variety of presenters from all over Milwaukee, to the incredible performances by local performing arts groups, it was truly a remarkable evening. And, if one thing is for certain, next year will only be bigger and better.

A full list of nominees and winners, as well as other information, photos, and more can be found on Footlights.com.
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Be in tune with Milwaukee.
You can’t blame Skylight Music Theatre subscribers and regular patrons for associating Ray Jivoff with the many onstage roles he has played over the years. There’s the flamboyant Zaza from La Cage Aux Folles, the Harpo Marx character he has played numerous times, or the faithful, but boring Amos (Mr. Cellophane) in the musical, Chicago.

But this season puts Jivoff in an entirely new role: as Skylight’s artistic director. He had been the interim director for months, and his permanent position was announced in March. Looking back, one could say it was a role Jivoff was always meant to fill. Starting at Skylight in 1999 as its education director, he has directed and appeared in many Skylight productions (as well as for other theatre companies in town). Although known for his comic roles, he has shown impressive dramatic depth in shows such as Skylight’s groundbreaking The Adding Machine.

Still, there is something undeniably impish in his persona. So, it’s no surprise that this season promises to offer an extra dollop of fun in every production – even those with more thoughtful themes.

The season opens this month with a riotous comedy, Hot Mikado. Based on Gilbert and Sullivan’s Opera, The Mikado, this version is set in a 1940s Harlem nightclub. It combines jazz, blues, big band and gospel music in a riotous upheaval of the show’s traditional staging. Jivoff hints that audiences will catch references to important people of those times, such as President Roosevelt and Duke Ellington. “Skylight’s (core audience base of) theater-goers familiar with that era are going to love this one,” Jivoff promises.

Still, there should be plenty of theatrical riches to attract new and younger patrons as well, starting with the popular musical Annie. It’s the first time Skylight has staged this show. Annie tells the story of a spunky, red-haired orphan girl who finds her home in the unlikeliest of places. Two young performers will trade off performances in the role of Annie. Of course, both girls can sing a heart-melting rendition of the show’s signature song, “The Sun Will Come Up, Tomorrow.” The show arrives just in time for the holidays (November 17-December 23).

Relishing his days as a Skylight educator, Jivoff is looking forward to a show that captures the unique talents of two children, one of whom is a regular performer at Milwaukee’s First Stage.

Later in the season is a hilarious science-fiction spoof, Zombies from the Beyond (February 2-18). The Off-Broadway show was written by Milwaukee native James Valcq. “It has nothing to do with actual ‘zombies’ as they are thought of today,” Jivoff says while being interviewed in his Skylight office. The show is set in mid-1950s Milwaukee. Older theatergoers (and sci-fi fans) will understand some of the intentionally hokey special effects that were a part of early films from this black-and-white 1950s era. The visual effects alone should have the audience laughing, Jivoff promises.
New Season

He notes that “fun” has always been part of the Skylight equation. “Our company was founded almost 60 years ago out of energy, passion and a real joy in presenting musical theatre in a way that is innovative, intimate and engaging”, Ray said in a news release. Jivoff adds that fun and exuberance is evident in every one of the five shows on the Skylight roster this season. Interestingly, these shows have never been produced at Skylight, so that adds an element of surprise to the equation.

Expect more fun in Skylight’s The Tales of Hoffman (March 16-29, 2018) which combines beautiful music with the acoustical antics of Michael (Ding) Lorenz, the percussion whiz who has appeared in his own show, Things That Go Ding.

Skylight always closes its season with a big musical. This year’s offering is Urinetown, playing May 18 through June 10. It’s an outrageous satire about government regulations that give (or refuse) individuals the right to pee. The edgy comedy is also intended to attract younger theatergoers.

Whether Jivoff has concocted the perfect blend of comedy and tragedy remains to be seen. And if you have ideas about the shows Skylight should consider producing, don’t be shy about sharing them with Jivoff as he strolls through the lobby at intermission. “People give me their opinions all the time, and I love that,” he says.
Introducing the East Tower

18 FLOORS OF EXCELLENCE IN INDEPENDENT LIVING!

Reserve your spot today for an upcoming East Tower presentation!

414.259.4607
In its 64th Season, Milwaukee Repertory Theater is dedicated to providing the highest level of professional theater to Milwaukee and Wisconsin in addition to offering a wide range of educational and community programs.

Located in the heart of downtown Milwaukee, the Patty and Jay Baker Theater Complex is a cleverly converted power generation plant that houses Milwaukee Repertory Theater consisting of three theaters: the Quadracci Powerhouse (720 seats), the Stiemke Studio (205 seats) and the Stackner Cabaret (132 seats), which is also a full-service restaurant and bar. Together, these spaces offer a variety of staging options from compelling dramas, powerful classics, award-winning contemporary works to full-scale musicals, comedies and a short-play festival. The Rep also produces an annual production of *A Christmas Carol*, featuring a new World Premiere Adaptation in 2016, at the beautiful and historic Pabst Theater.

Under the leadership of **Artistic Director Mark Clements** and **Managing Director Chad Bauman**, Milwaukee Repertory Theater ignites positive change in the cultural, social, and economic vitality of its community by creating world-class theater experiences that entertain, provoke, and inspire meaningful dialogue among an audience representative of Milwaukee’s rich diversity.

Mark Clements
Artistic Director

Chad Bauman
Managing Director
THE REP | PATRON SERVICES

Contact Info

Ticket Office
Phone Number: 414-224-9490
Fax Number: 414-225-5490
Mailing Address: Milwaukee Repertory Theater
    Patty & Jay Baker Theater Complex
    108 E. Wells Street; Milwaukee, WI 53202
E-mail: tickets@MilwaukeeRep.com

Hours of Operation:
Monday – Sunday Noon to 6 pm
On days with performances, the Ticket Office will remain open until show time.

Administrative Office
Phone Number: 414-224-1761
Fax Number: 414-224-9097
Mailing Address: Milwaukee Repertory Theater
    Patty & Jay Baker Theater Complex
    108 E. Wells Street; Milwaukee, WI 53202

Hours of Operation:
Monday – Friday 8:30 am to 5:30 pm

Emergency Phone Number
If you anticipate the need to be reached during a performance, leave your name and seat location with your contact information, along with instructions, to direct emergency phone calls to the House Manager at 414-290-5379 or 414-224-1761, ext. 379.

Cellular Phones/Electronic Paging Devices
Please remember to turn off your cell phones and electronic paging devices. In case of an emergency, these items may be left with the House Manager. Also, as a courtesy to your fellow theatergoers and the actors on stage, please refrain from text messaging during the performance. Thank you!

THE REP EXPERIENCE

Concessions
Enjoy a drink or dessert in the Quadracci Powerhouse or Stiemke Studio lobby prior to the performance or at intermission. Please remember that food and drink (except bottled water and Rep sippy cups), are not allowed in the theater.

Gift Shop
Located in the Quadracci Powerhouse is The Rep’s Gift Shop, which offers show-specific merchandise and Rep logo products, as well as books and scripts of current and past productions. You can also purchase parking passes.

Rep-in-Depth
Get an insider’s look at the play from a member of the cast or artistic team with a discussion that begins approximately 45 minutes prior to every performance in the Quadracci Powerhouse and Stiemke Studio.

Rep TalkBacks
After select performances, engage in a deeper conversation with members of the cast, artistic team and occasional special guests. Get TalkBack schedules by calling the Ticket Office at 414-224-9490, online at www.MilwaukeeRep.com.
Deaf or Hard of Hearing Services: The Quadracci Powerhouse (QP) and the Stiemke Studio are equipped with an infrared listening system which ensures clarity of sound from any seat in the house. Performances are offered in American Sign Language for a Thursday evening of all QP productions and one Sunday matinee for all Stiemke Studio productions. We also offer a Captioned Theater performance during the second to last Sunday matinee performance of all QP productions. Please call The Rep Ticket Office at 414-224-9490 for more information. Script synopses are available upon request for QP and Stiemke Studio productions by calling 414-224-1761.

Blind or Low Vision Services: Large print programs are available in the Quadracci Powerhouse and Stiemke Studio from any usher. Every Rep production has one audio-described performance. Using an earpiece attached to a small hand-held receiver, patrons hear a live, real-time description of the action on stage. Call the Ticket Office for more information.

Wheelchairs: All Rep stages are fully accessible. Please contact the Ticket Office at 414-224-9490.

Late Arrivals
Out of courtesy to the actors and audience, patrons arriving after the performance has started will be seated at the discretion of House Management.

Parking
Milwaukee Center offers onsite parking with indoor access to The Rep operated by InterPark. Enter from Kilbourn Avenue or Water Street.

Policy on Children
Children under age seven are not admitted in the theater.

Recording Equipment and Cameras
The use of recording equipment and cameras in the theater is strictly forbidden.
THE SHOW MUST GO ON. TIME.

In and Out Without a Doubt at Kil@wat

Catching a show? Enjoy an electric dinner prepared lightning fast at Kil@wat, located across the street from the Marcus Center for the Performing Arts and conveniently close to The Pabst Theater and Milwaukee Repertory Theater.

A sit-down dinner with time left to find your seats? Now that’s an opening act.

kilawatcuisine.com | 414.291.4793 | intercontinental milwaukee
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Mahwish ...................................................................................................................... Nikita Tewani*
Zarina...................................................................................................................... Soraya Broukhim*
Afzal....................................................................................................................... Brian Abraham*
Eli............................................................................................................................. Ben Kahre*

Understudies
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Costume Director ................................................................................................. Jennifer Vinent
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Sound Director .................................................................................................... Erin Paige
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Milwaukee Repertory Theater operates under an agreement between the League of Resident Theatres and Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States. The scenic, costume, lighting and sound designers in LORT Theatres are represented by United Scenic Artists, Local USA-829 of the IATSE and our stagehands and carpenters are members of Milwaukee Theatrical Stage Employees’ Union IATSE Local 18. The Rep is an equal opportunity employer. The Rep is proud to be a member of The United Performing Arts Fund (UPAF), which provides major annual financial support.
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STAY ENGAGED

SILENT SKY by Lauren Gunderson
Sept. 28 - Oct. 22, 2017

THE SECRET MASK by Rick Chafe
Nov. 16 - Dec. 10, 2017

EQUIVOCATION by Bill Cain
February 1 - 25, 2018

I AND YOU by Lauren Gunderson
April 5 - 29, 2018
The brilliant writer, Zarina Jhatt, a 32 year old, Pakistani American woman sets out on an investigative journey to understand the man she loves. Not just what he does, or what he stands for, or what his legend is, but who he is -- what influences his decisions; why he makes the choices he makes, what values he truly espouses. This man she seeks to unearth is the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). Her curiosity to excavate “the who” of the man becomes an increasingly dangerous pursuit, in which she may lose all that knows and loves.

What does it mean to love both “who” of a person and the “what” of the person? What if the two definitions contradict one another? In this play, this is a question that every person in this family must ask of one another and also of themselves. Can Afzal, Zarina’s charismatic but patriarchal father, love his daughter for not just what she is -- his daughter, a devout Muslim, a Harvard graduate -- but also who she is? An independent thinker, a radical feminist and provocateur? Can Zarina both be the daughter her father raised her to be and also true to herself? What if religious beliefs and family expectations directly conflict with the person she is meant to be?

The play centers on a Pakistani American family and involves questions of the Islamic faith, particularly, and controversially, the depiction of The Prophet (pbuh). But it is a universal story that treads deeply into family, identity and sacrifice. As the youngest of four daughters to a charismatic, yet despotic, patriarchal self-made immigrant father, I understand innately the turmoil that Zarina and her sister Mahwish endure to be both the daughter expected of them and the woman they want to be. We all at some point must confront both the infuriating foibles as well as the winning graces of our loved ones. There are paradoxes and contradictions within every human being. Yet it is a human tendency to flatten the myriad of dimensions in order to better understand the whole person. And this extraordinary play, both a comedy and a tragedy -- a paradox in itself -- takes us through an unrelenting examination of this question of the “who” and the “what.”

With every play I’ve directed at Milwaukee Rep (Yellowman, The Mountaintop, and after all the terrible things I do), I’ve wrestled with the hard question of what it means to be human in our complex, often unforgiving society. True to The Rep’s mission to inspire and provoke meaningful dialogue, this play provides a platform to further investigate our imperfect contradictory selves. The play does not end neatly and, like nearly all of Ahktar’s plays, the final act is the audience’s discussion afterwards. This final act is an opportunity to continue the investigation of the questions and perplexities posed in this 90 minute comedy/tragedy. And this thriving theater is a testament to the importance of bringing work of contemporary living writers to our stages.

May Adrales
Associate Artistic Director,
Director of The Who & The What

SPECIAL THANKS
Special Thanks to the Milwaukee Muslim Women’s Coalition, The Interfaith Conference of Greater Milwaukee, and The Islamic Society of Milwaukee.
Brian Abraham, Afzal
Selected Theatre: *Harry Potter and the Cursed Child* (Broadway) opening Spring 2018; *Zoot Suit* (Mark Taper Forum); *Tarzan*, The Musical (3DTheatricals); *Superior Donuts* (The Geffen Playhouse, San Diego Rep); *The Odd Couple* (Laguna Playhouse); *Metamorphoses* (Ensemble Theater Company); *Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo* (Ion Theater Company, San Diego Critic’s Circle Best Featured Actor).
TV: Recurring role on “The Young and The Restless,” “Brooklyn Nine Nine,” “Good Fortune,” “Drake and Josh,” “Victorious,” “The Shield” and “As The World Turns”, various national and local commercial credits.
Training: University of North Carolina School of the Arts.

Soraya Broukhim, Zarina
Recent Off-Broadway & Regional: *Rug Dealer* (Women’s Project), *Petrol Station* (BAM/ NYU), *I am Gordafarid* (NYTW/Rising Circle), *Soundwaves: The Passion of Noor Inayat Khan* (Fringe), *Blackbird* (one woman show, Location One), *Here We Are, History of the World* (Artistic Associate /Living Theatre), *Antigone, Betrothed* (Ripe Time), *Scorched* (Syracuse Stage), *In the Heart of America* (Interact Theatre Co.), *Wintertime* (San Jose Rep), *Afghan Women* (Passage Theatre), *Sodom & Gomorrah* (O’Neill), *Blue Demon* (Williamstown Theatre Festival, Darko Tresnjak, dir.) Notable TV/Film: “Madam Secretary,” *America 1979*, *Eugenia & John, Encounter with Simone Weil*. Graduate & Adjunct Professor at Fordham University, BAADA, NTI, & St.Petersburg Arts Theatre Academy. sorayabroukhim.com

Ben Kahre, Eli
Ben is thrilled to be a part of *The Who & the What*. Past Off Broadway shows include Manhattan Theatre Club’s *The Commons of Pensacola, A Loss of Roses, Men and Women Talking Love and Sex*, and *The Steadfast*. Other favorite theatre credits include Carey Perloff’s *Higher, The Real Thing, Romeo and Juliet, Noises Off, The Taming of the Shrew, Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Three Sisters, The Comedy of Errors, and Gruesome Playground Injuries*. TV credits: “The Mysteries of Laura” and “Jessica Jones”. Ben is a proud graduate of the American Conservatory Theater and the University of Evansville.

Nikita Tewani, Mahwish
Nikita is thrilled to be making her Milwaukee Rep Debut in *The Who & The What*. Nikita is an NYC-based actress and a graduate of NYU Tisch School of the Arts, where she received her BFA in Drama. Recent Off-Broadway & regional theater credits include: World Premiere of *A Thousand Splendid Suns* (American Conservatory Theater, Theatre Calgary), *The Fall* (Soho Playhouse), *A Muslim in the Midst* (Thespis Theater Festival). TV credits: “The Affair” (Showtime) and “Falling Water” (USA Network). Nikita has also appeared in National Commercials and Indie Films. She is a proud member of Actors Equity Association and SAG/AFTRA.
Ayad Akhtar,  
Playwright

Ayad was born in New York City and raised in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He is a novelist and author of American Dervish, published in over 20 languages worldwide. His play Disgraced won the 2013 Pulitzer Prize for Drama and was nominated for the 2015 Tony Award for best play. His plays The Who & The What and The Invisible Hand received Off-Broadway runs and are currently being produced around the world. Akhtar was listed as the most produced playwright for the 2015/16 season by American Theatre. As a screenwriter, he was nominated for an Independent Spirit Award for Best Screenplay for “The War Within.” He has received fellowships from MacDowell, Djerassi, the Sundance Institute, Ucross, and Yaddo, where he currently serves as a Board Director. He is also a Board Trustee at PEN/America and NYTW.

May Adrales,  
Director

May Adrales is thrilled to be at Milwaukee Rep, directing her fourth production. Previous productions include, Yellowman, The Mountaintop, after all the terrible things I do. Nationally, she has helmed several world premieres including Qui Nguyen’s Vietgone (Manhattan Theatre Club, South Coast Rep, Oregon Shakespeare Festival and Seattle Rep); Chisa Hutchinson’s The Wedding Gift (Contemporary American Theater Festival); JC Lee’s Luce (LCT3); Katori Hall’s Whaddabloodclot!!! (Williamstown Theater Festival); A. Rey Pamatmat’s Edith Can Shoot Things and Hit Them (Actors Theatre of Louisville); Thomas Bradshaw’s Mary (The Goodman Theatre and The Bereaved (Partial Comfort Productions); Zakiyyah Alexander and Imani Uzuri’s girl shakes loose her skin (Penumbra); In This House (Two River Theater Company); Richard Dresser’s Trouble Cometh (SF Playhouse); Qui Nguyen’s Five Days ‘Til Saturday (NYU Tisch) and Tommy Smith’s The Wife (Access Theater). She directed David Henry Hwang’s The Dance and the Railroad at Signature Theater; Kimber Lee’s Tokyo Fish Story (Old Globe); Stefanie Zadravec’s The Electric Baby (Two River); Chinglish (Portland Center Stage, Syracuse Stage); Everything You Touch, (CATF); In the Next Room, or the vibrator play and Disgraced (Syracuse Stage); and Breath and Imagination (Cleveland Playhouse). She is a Drama League Directing Fellow, Women’s Project Lab Director, SoHo Rep Writers/Directors Lab and NYTW directing fellow, and a recipient of the TCG New Generations Grant, Denham Fellowship and Paul Green Directing Award. She proudly serves as an Co-Associate Artistic Director at Milwaukee Rep. She is a former Director of On Site Programs at the Lark Play Development Center and Artistic Associate at The Public Theater. May has directed and taught at Yale, Brown, Juilliard, ART, ACT, Fordham, NYU and Bard College. MFA, Yale School of Drama. (www.mayadrales.net)

Andrew Boyce,  
Scenic Design

Andrew is a Chicago based designer working in Theatre, Opera, and Film/TV. NY credits with: Lincoln Center Theater, Roundabout Theatre Company, Atlantic Theater Company, Playwrights Realm, etc. Regional credits with: Actors Theatre of Louisville, Alliance, A.C.T. (SF), American Players Theatre, Asolo Rep, California Shakespeare Theater, Dallas Theater Center, The Geffen, George Street Playhouse, The Goodman, Kirk Douglas, The Magic Theater, Mark Taper Forum, Milwaukee Rep, Old Globe, Oregon Shakespeare Festival, & Yale Rep, among others. Andrew is a member of the design collective Wingspace, is a graduate of Yale School of Drama, and is currently an Assistant Professor in the Northwestern University Theater Department. www.andrewboycedesign.com
Izumi Inaba, 
Costume Design

Izumi Inaba is thrilled to be working at Milwaukee Rep for the first time. Her recent design credits include King Of The Yees (Goodman Theatre in association with Center Theatre Group), A Wonder In My Soul (Victory Gardens Theater), Harvey (Court Theatre), Faceless (Northlight Theatre), and James and the Giant Peach (Drury Lane). In 2014 she was honored to receive Michael Maggio Emerging Designer Award. She received her MFA in Stage Design from Northwestern University, and is currently a resident designer at Albany Park Theater Project.

Noele Stollmack, 
Lighting Design

Noele Stollmack’s lighting has appeared onstage at The Brooklyn Academy of Music, Sydney Opera House, Carnegie Hall, The Library of Congress Theatre, as well as the opera companies of Ontario, Houston, Portland, Vancouver, New Orleans, Nashville, and Milwaukee’s Florentine Opera. Regional design for the theatre includes Chamber Theatre, Renaissance Theaterworks, Skylight Music Theatre, American Players Theatre, Forward Theater and Jeff Daniels’ Purple Rose Theatre. Lighting and Scenic Realization includes Meredith Monk’s international tours of mercy & impermanence. As Lighting Director for the Houston Grand Opera, Noele supervised lighting for over 50 operas and designed such productions as Andrei Serban’s Elektra, Dr. Jonathan Miller’s Der Rosenkavalier and the world premieres of Harvey Milk, Desert of Roses and Dracula Diary. Member: United Scenic Artists

Andre Pluess, 
Sound Design

Previous credits at Milwaukee Rep include: after all the terrible things I do. Broadway: 33 Variations, I Am My Own Wife, Metamorphoses. Off Broadway: The Clean House (Lincoln Center), Milk Like Sugar, (Playwrights Horizons) Regional: Treasure Island/Arabian Nights (Berkeley Repertory Theatre, Lookingglass Theatre Company); After the Quake (Steppenwolf Theatre Company, La Jolla Playhouse); Ghostwritten (Goodman Theatre); Cymbeline (Shakespeare Theatre Company); Endgame (Steppenwolf Theatre Company); Marcus (American Conservatory Theater); Lady Windemere’s Fan (Williamstown Theatre Festival); Passion Play Trilogy, Legacy of Light (Arena Stage); A Moon for the Misbegotten (McCarter Theatre); Macbeth, Much Ado about Nothing (California Shakespeare Festival). Other credits: Associate artist with Lookingglass Theatre Company and California Shakespeare Festival. Awards: Multiple Joseph Jefferson Awards and Citations, Ovation Award, Drama Critics Circle Award, Barrymore Award, Helen Hayes Award, Drama Desk and Lucille Lortel nominations for composition and sound design.

Frank Honts, 
Casting Director

Frank is in his second season at Milwaukee Rep as Casting Director and Director of the Emerging Professional Residency. Prior to joining The Rep staff in 2016, Frank worked at a number of regional theaters, including Utah Shakespeare Festival, Renaissance Theaterworks, The Goodman, California Shakespeare Theater, A Contemporary Theatre (Seattle), and Paramount Theatre. He has worked extensively as both a director and dramaturg, and was honored to be a directing resident at Milwaukee Rep in the 2013/14 Season. Frank spent two seasons as Artistic Associate at Forward Theater Company in Madison, and he was the inaugural recipient of the Michael Flachmann Fellowship at Utah Shakespeare Festival. He is a proud graduate of Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island.

Dale Brown, 
New York Casting

In his 15+ years of casting, Dale has worked in independent film, reality television and industrial film, very happily focusing on legit theater for the past several years. His
current shows include the Off-Broadway production of *Daddy Long Legs, Lives of Reason* currently in rehearsal for Two River Theater and upcoming productions of *Sister Act* at the Marriott Theater and a reprise of Chicago Shakespeare’s production of Paul Gordon’s *Sense and Sensibility* at the Old Globe this summer. Dale’s work with regional theaters includes Arena Stage, Baltimore Center Stage, Westport Country Playhouse, Milwaukee Rep, Two River Theater and the BANFF Centre in Canada. Dale is a member of the Casting Society of America and an honors graduate of Kalamazoo College and the BESGL Theater Program in London.

**Eva Breneman, Dialect Coach**

Eva is delighted to be back after a long hiatus. Previous Rep credits: *Moby Dick, The Foreigner*. Wisconsin credits: Three seasons at American Players Theatre; *Blithe Spirit* at Madison Rep. Chicago credits include multiple shows at Lookingglass, Goodman, Steppenwolf, Timeline, Court, Northlight and Chicago Shakespeare. Regional: Actor’s Theatre of Louisville; Baltimore Center Stage; Kansas City Repertory. National tours: *Fun Home, Motown, and Mamma Mia!*. Eva is an associate artist at TimeLine Theatre Company.

**Richelle Harrington Calin, Stage Manager**

Richelle is delighted to be starting her 14th season at Milwaukee Repertory Theater back in the Stiemke Studio working with May Adrales! *The Who & The What* is her 37th production at The Rep and her 4th time working with Ms. Adrales. Regionally Richelle has also worked at Boar’sHead Theater, Playhouse on the Square, Alhambra Dinner Theatre, Florida Repertory Theatre, Nebraska Shakespeare, Bay Street Theater and, most recently at her Home by the Bay, Peninsula Players Theatre. Love and be loved!

**Kyle Winkelmann, Stage Management Fellow**

Kyle is excited to return to The Rep this season. He loved his experience last year as an Emerging Professional Resident and is looking forward to working on some great productions this season, including *A Christmas Carol and The Who & The What*. Favorite past credits include *Man of La Mancha* (Milwaukee Rep), *Grounded* (Milwaukee Rep), *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* (Illinois Shakespeare Festival), and *A Streetcar Named Desire* (The University of Texas at Austin).

**Sophiyaa Nayar, Assistant Director**

Sophiyaa is an emerging director from New Delhi, India. She is a member of the Chicago Directors Lab 2017, and has directed a stage adaptation of *Lord of The Flies* by Nigel Williams, *3:59 AM: A Drag Race for Two Actors* by Marco Ramirez and *Elephant’s Graveyard* by George Brant. She has also devised several pieces of her own including *Where I Come From* and *Reparations*. Sophiyaa assistant directed *Nobody Gets Hurt*, an immersive experience for an audience of one by Craig Quintero. She earned her B.A. in Theatre & Dance from Grinnell College in 2017, with a semester abroad at the London Dramatic Academy. She spent summers working with the Neo-Futurists in New York, and Synchronicity Theatre, Moving in the Spirit and Youth Creates in Atlanta, Georgia. She is very thankful for the opportunity to work with Milwaukee Rep!

**Mark Clements, Artistic Director**

Mark began his tenure as Milwaukee Rep’s Artistic Director with the 2010/11 Season. He is an award-winning international theater director whose work has appeared in over 100 major theaters throughout Europe and the United States. For Milwaukee Rep: world premiere adaptation of *A Christmas Carol, The Glass Menagerie, Man of La Mancha, American Song, Of Mice
and Men, Dreamgirls, Five Presidents, The Color Purple, The History of Invulnerability, End of the Rainbow, Ragtime, Clbourne Park, Assassins, Othello, Next to Normal, Death of a Salesman, Bombshells, and Cabaret. For Walnut Street Theatre, Philadelphia: Oliver!, Born Yesterday, Great Expectations, Les Misérables (2008 Barrymore Award – Best Production of a Musical), and Of Mice and Men (2007 Barrymore Award – Best Director and Best Production of a Play). The Milliner (Off-Broadway, World Premiere), CSC, New York; My Fair Lady, Copenhagen; The Browning Version (Barclays/TMA Regional Theatre Award) at Derby Playhouse and Blunt Speaking (World Premiere), Chichester Festival Theatre U.K. and Lucille Lortel Theatre, New York. Other productions include: Speaking in Tongues (U.S. Premiere), Roundabout Theatre Company; Speaking in Tongues (European Premiere; Barclays/TMA Best Director Nomination), Hampstead Theatre, London; Creator/Director – Soul Train, West End (Olivier Award nomination), and three U.K. National Tours. U.K. National Tours of The Glass Menagerie, The Gingerbread Lady and Love & Marriage all for Bath Theatre Royal productions. Mark served as an Associate Artistic Director for Moving Theatre Company, the production company founded by Vanessa and Corin Redgrave. He has also been Associate Artistic Director for New End Theatre and New Players Theatre, both in London, Royal Theatre in Northampton, and Torch Theatre in Wales. Additionally, Mark served as Artistic Director of the award-winning Derby Playhouse in the U.K. from 1992 to 2002, where he directed over 40 productions. He currently serves on the National Advisory Board for the Lunt-Fontanne Fellowship Program at Ten Chimneys.

Chad Bauman, Managing Director

Chad was appointed Milwaukee Rep’s Managing Director in 2013. Previously, he was the Associate Executive Director at Arena Stage where he was instrumental in the 2010 opening of the Mead Center for American Theater, a 200,000 square feet, three theater performing arts complex dedicated to American voices and playwrights. While at Arena Stage, he more than doubled earned revenue, reversed a decline in subscriptions by almost doubling the base, and shattered several company sales records that dated back almost 60 years. In addition, he worked on the Broadway transfers of Next to Normal (Pulitzer Prize; Tony Award), Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (Tony Award), Wishful Drinking starring Carrie Fisher, Looped starring Valerie Harper, and John Grisham’s A Time to Kill in addition to other notable plays including the world premieres of Marcus Gardley’s Every Tongue Confess starring Phylicia Rashad and Red Hot Patriot starring Kathleen Turner. Prior to Arena Stage, he was Director of Marketing and Communications for Americans for the Arts as well as Virginia Stage Company in Norfolk, VA. He is a frequent speaker and consultant with past clients that include the Smithsonian Institution, Pew Charitable Trust, Carnegie Hall, EmcArts Innovation Labs, Arts & Business Council, Association of Performing Arts Presenters and ArtsMidwest. He has served as an adjunct professor at American University (Washington, DC), Drexel University (Philadelphia, PA) and CalArts (Valencia, CA). In addition to teaching, he is currently a Board member of Pathways High School, sits on the advisory boards of TRGArts and ArtsMarketing.org, and is a past trustee of Contemporary American Theater Festival. From 2011-2013, he was named one of the most influential leaders under 40 in Washington, DC by Washington Life Magazine, and in 2016 he was named to Milwaukee Business Journal’s list of the Top 40 leaders under 40. Bauman is a graduate of Harvard Business School’s Strategic Perspectives in Non-Profit Management program, and has earned a Master of Fine Arts in producing from the CalArts where he was an Ahmanson Scholar and a Bachelor of Science in Education from the Honors College of Missouri State University. In his free time, he is proud to be a co-coach of Wauwatosa East High School’s Destination Imagination team.
Saint John’s LifeStreams program focuses on whole-person wellness. Choose from a wonderful array of on-site cultural, educational and social events planned just for you. Or, immerse yourself in nearby theaters, restaurants & museums. Of course, you may decide to do nothing at all. It’s all up to you.

At Saint John’s On The Lake, the choice is always yours.

“I love that I can hop on my bicycle and ride to the Lakefront where I can be among the activities I see from my window.”

Judy Molberg, Resident

Call us, or visit our web site at www.SaintJohnsMilw.org to learn more about Saint John’s and how LifeStreams will help you continue to live a vibrant life.
Putting our experience to work starts with our mission to becoming better listeners.

Since 1903, Madison Medical remains among the most experienced practices in the Milwaukee area. Our commitment to listening to our patients and spending more one-on-one time is what truly sets us apart. Don’t settle for “good enough” — take control of your health care and schedule an appointment today.
#1 in Wisconsin, #11 in the U.S.
See why Andrew Burish is one of America’s top advisors

The Burish Group

Just over $4 billion of assets under management†

Andrew D. Burish, CIMA®
Managing Director

411 East Wisconsin, Suite 1700
Milwaukee, WI 53202
262-794-0872
andrew.burish@ubs.com

Visit our website to learn more about
The Burish Group at ubs.com/team/burishgroup

There are roughly 285,000 financial advisors* in the U.S. and Andy Burish of The Burish Group is ranked among the “Top Advisors in America” by Forbes, Barron’s and the Financial Times.

Andy Burish has been named:
- #11 on the inaugural Forbes Top 100 Wealth Advisors list for 2016
- Barron’s #1 Financial Advisor in Wisconsin for nine consecutive years (2009 – 2017)**
- Barron’s Top 100 Financial Advisor in the U.S. for 11 consecutive years (2007 – 2017)

† As of 3/31/2017.

** Barron’s Top 1,000 (2009 – 2012) and Top 1,200 (2013 – 2017) state-by-state ranking.
As a firm providing wealth management services to clients, UBS Financial Services Inc. offers both investment advisory services and brokerage services. Investment advisory services and brokerage services are separate and distinct, differ in material ways and are governed by different laws and separate arrangements. It is important that clients understand the ways in which we conduct business and that they carefully read the agreements and disclosures that we provide to them about the products or services we offer. For more information visit our website at ubs.com/workingwithus. CIMA® is a registered certification mark of the Investment Management Consultants Association, Inc. in the United States of America and worldwide. Accolades are independently determined and awarded by their respective publications. Accolades can be based on a variety of criteria, including length of service, compliance records, client satisfaction, assets under management, revenue, type of clientele and more. Neither UBS Financial Services Inc. nor its employees pay a fee in exchange for these rankings. For more information on a particular rating, please visit ubs.com/us/en/designation-disclosures. © UBS 2017. All rights reserved. UBS Financial Services Inc. is a subsidiary of UBS AG. Member FINRA/SIPC.
GEORGE ORWELL'S

ANIMAL FARM

Adapted by Ian Wooldridge
Directed by May Adrales

‘Some Animals Are More Equal Than Others’

“Dare I say it – as good as the book.”
— The Guardian.

“Ian Wooldridge’s adaptation makes the text as engagingly relevant as ever.”
— London Evening Standard

MILWAUKEE REPERTORY THEATER STAFF

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Mark Clements

ARTISTIC
Associate Artistic Director and
Director of New Play Development........Brent Hazelton
Associate Artistic Director......................May Adrales
Casting Director and Director of
Emerging Professional Residency ..........Frank Honts
Literary Associate ................................Deanie Vallone
Artistic Administrator.........................Dylan Sladky

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Director of Community Engagement........Courtney McEniry
Community Engagement Associate.........Nabra Nelson

EDUCATION
Education Director..............................Jenny Toutant
Associate Education Director...............Hope Reed-Johnson
Education Assistant.............................Lauren Sagendorph
Reading Residency Coordinator............Samantha Martinson
Education Resident............................Abbey Pitchford Sours
Lead Teaching Artists..........................Joshua Krause,
Lindsey Hoel-Neds, Joshua Pohja
Teaching Artists.........................Kima Hamilton, Alea McHatten,
Noah Silverstein, Maura Atwood,
JJ Gatesman, Thomas Adisi,
Leda Hoffmann, Danielle Levings,
Amanda Garrigan, Grace Herr,
Tosha Freeman, Ami Majeski,
Katie Loughmiller, Katherine Hauger,
Kayla Tillisch, Kyle Norris, Jordyn Stewart,
Mattison Voell, Audra Handschcke,
Colleen Schulz, Amy Bahr

ASSOCIATE ARTISTS
May Adrales (Director), Ayad Akhtar (Playwright),
Jonathan Gillard Daly (Actor), Laura Gordon (Actor/Director),
Angela Iannone (Actor),
Todd Edward Ivins, (Scenic and Costume Designer),
Dan Kazemi (Composer/Musician),
Marc Kudisch (Actor), Reese Madigan (Actor),
Jeff Nellis (Lighting Designer),
James Pickering (Actor), Aaron Posner (Director),
Todd Rosenthal (Scenic Designer),
Eric Simonson (Director/Playwright),
Lindsay Smiling (Actor), Deborah Staples (Actor),
Nathaniel Stampley (Actor),
John Tanner (Composer/Musician)

PRODUCTION
Production Manager..............................Jared Clarkin
Assistant Production Manager...............Kaitlyn Anderson
Production Associate..........................Claire Haupt

Costumes
Costume Director................................Jennifer Vincent
Assistant Costume Director....................Amy Horst
Costume Shop Assistant/Rentals Coordinator..............................Madeline Corson
Senior Draper.................................Alexander B. Tecoma
Tailor............................................Jef Ouwens
Draper...........................................Leslie Vaglica
First Hand......................................Katharine Engelen,
Jessica H. Jaeger
Costume Crafts Artisan......................Haley Jaeger
Construction Crew Coordinator............Birdie Plank
Stitcher........................................Carol Ross, Emily Strohmenger,
Kelly Neuls, Micky Simmons, Nicole Thompson
Wig Master & Make-up Supervisor..........Lara Leigh Dalbey
Stylist..........................................Kevin McElroy, Robert Laurence Studio
Wardrobe Supervisor.........................Carolyn T. Tredwell
Wardrobe......................................Katie Kline, Robert Shand
Costume Assistant.........................Brittany Staudacher

Lighting & Sound
Lighting and Video Director...............Aaron Lichamer
Assistant Lighting Design Resident........Erin Thibodaux
Production Electrician Resident...........Rae Lynn Crocker
Sound Director...............................Erin Paige

Props
Properties Director............................Jim Guy
Props Crafts Artisan.........................Jenn Higgins, Linda Di Bernardo
Soft Props Artisan.............................Margaret Hasek-Guy
Props Carpenter/Artisan.....................Erik Lindquist
Prop Graphics Artist.........................Mindy Knoll

Scenic
Technical Director.............................Libby Schultz
Asst. Technical Director......................Danny Halminia
Charge Scenic Artist.........................Jim Medved
Lead Scenic Artist..........................Shannon Mann
Scenic Artist.................................Nerissa Eichinger
TD Apprentice.................................Shelby Madey
Assistant Stagehand...........................Jonathan Dean
Painters.......................................Amy Larink, Simone Tagg

Stage Management
Production Stage Manager....................Kimberly Carolus
Stage Managers...............................Sarah Deming-Henes,
Richelle Harrington Calin, Rebekah Heusel,
Sarah Hoffmann, Mark Johnson,
Audra Kuchling, Rebecca Lindsey,
Jacqueline Singleton, Carrie Taylor
Stage Management Fellow.....................Kyle Winkelmann
Stage Management Residents...............Melia Gonzalez,
Kira Neighbors

Resident Stagehands & Carpenters
Bill Burgardt, Steve Gillingham,
Rick Grilli, Aaron Siegmann, Robert Schultz,
Andrew Sours, Jim Zinky

16 - The Who & The What
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Chad Bauman

ADMINISTRATION
General Manager......................Melissa Vartanian-Mikaelian
Assistant General Manager/Company Manager.................................Cat Tries
HR Generalist.................................Christina Cooper
Company Management Resident...........Shaylyn Rice
Administrative Associate..................Katherine Simon
Receptionists.................................Andrea Roades-Bruss,
Michael Evans, Jack Guy,
Caitlin Hagness, Magdelyn Monahan

DEVELOPMENT
Chief Development Officer...............Marina S. Krejci
Director of Major and Planned Giving...Chuck Rozewicz
Director of Annual Giving................Amy Dorman
Associate Director of Annual Giving.....Meghan Roesner
Development Events Manager...............Shannon Theiss
Development Database Manager...........Katie Krueger

FINANCE
Chief Financial Officer....................Leslie Fillingham
Senior Accountant.............................Michael Giorgio
Accounting Associate.........................James Kaplan
Accounting Assistant.........................Mattie Voorheis

MAINTENANCE
Chief Building Engineer....................Mark A. Uhrman
Engineers.................................Todd Ross, Rob Lininger
Part-Time Engineers.........................Jack Guy, Riley Padron

MARKETING
Chief Marketing Officer....................Lisa Fulton
Director of Marketing.........................Cara McMullin
Graphic Designers.............................Eric Reda,
Benton Melbourne, Jeff Meyer
Photographer.................................Michael Brosilow

Sales & Audience Services
Director of Sales............................Jeremy Scott
Group Sales Manager.........................Jess Shake
Subscriptions Coordinator..................Jaime Lacy
Audience Services Manager...............Rachel Richter
Assistant Audience Services Manager.....Joni Pierce
Audience Services Representatives......Colette Brown,
Zachary Dean Lachowicz, Beatrice Kuenn,
Katie Loughmiller, Johnell Major-Westley,
Olivia Mauseth, Catie Middleton,
Lillian Schley, Emily Strommenger,
Abigail Stein, Brittany Vinz

Digital Content & Media Relations
Director of Media Relations..................Frances White
Digital Content Manager.....................Austin Bean
Social Media Support.........................Sara Risley

House Operations
Front of House Operations Manager......Joshua Handrich
Senior House Manager.......................Jamie Ziolkowski
House Managers.........................Brennan Martinez, Aaron Suggs
Concierge/Gift Shop Associates............Becky Demler,
Russel Davidson, Shaylyn Rice,
Sebastian Torn, Maranda Morton-Weston

STACKNER CABARET
Stackner and Concessions Manager.......Claire Rydzik
Chef............................................Clifford Hull
Cabaret Staff.................................Michael Anderson,
Michael Beyer, Tiffany Blackburn,
Kathleen Borchardt, Darian Emerson,
Paula Gasparre, Caitlin Hagness,
Tanya Haynes, Kelly Heimann, Mariel Hildebrand,
Vinnie Ingrilli, Ben Jakus, Cassandra Johnson,
Emmett Krebs, Angela Livermore,
Sara Longley, Kate Miller, James Muehleisen,
Mary Muehleisen, Olivia Passow, Jim Passow,
Curtis Payton, Dan Persch, Andrew Post,
Amber Rydzik, Kristin Rydzik,
Logan Schmitz, Sunny Sisavangone,
Rachel Stenman, Noah Sugarman,
Jeanne Suminski, Kyla Tully,
Charles Wallace, Sheldon Walker,
CJ Wallace, Odell White, Jamie Ziolkowski

Check out our NEW Program Archives!
Search by Season or by Theatre Company.
How To Support The Programming You Love At Milwaukee Rep:

Step One

**TEXT** “DonateRep” to 243725 on your smartphone and click the link.

-OR-

**VISIT**


Step Two

Choose ANY amount

Step Three

You’re done! Now sit back and experience your support in action.


MILWAUKEE REPERTORY THEATER BOARD OF TRUSTEES

OFFICERS

President
Ed Seaberg

President- Elect
Gregory C. Oberland

Vice President, Development
Jane Chernof

Vice President, Trustees
Stacy P. Williams

Treasurer
Patrick Gallagher

Secretary
Catherine Robinson

At Large
Robert H. Manegold
Judy Hansen

TRUSTEES

Joaquin Altoro
Patsy Aster
Matt Bartel
Ivor J. Benjamin, MD
Mark Benskin
Wendy W. Blumenthal
Melanie Booth
James E. Braza
Warren Buliox
Marybeth Cottrill
Amy Croen
Sean Cummings
Mark J. Diliberti
Robert H. Duffy
Katherine M. Gehl
Andre Gordon
John Halechko
John Hunzinger, P.E.
Bradley J. Kalscheur
J. Patrick Keyes
David J. Kundert
Phoebe Lewis
Linda Marcus
Abigail J. Nash
Dr. Mark Niedfeldt, M.D., LLC
Adam J. Peck
Gina Alberts Peter
Caran Quadracci
Micky Sadoff
Stephen VanderBloemen
Nicholas P. Wahl

FRIENDS OF THE REP BOARD

President
Aileen Smith

Secretary
Erin Burgess

Treasurer
Jim Mergener

VP External Services
Melita Biese

VP Fundraising
Terry Sutter

VP Internal Services
Susan Herro

DIRECTORS

Terry Bell
Sue McComb
Steph O’Connor
Suzanne Powell
Kris Schmidt
Craig Warnecke
These former Rep trustees continue their engagement through performance attendance, a minimum annual contribution of $250, and potential membership in the Limelight Legacy Society.

Richard Abdoo
Patsy Aster
Jay Baker
Katharine Banzhaf
Gerry Biehl
Wendy W. Blumenthal
T. Michael Bolger
Marilyn Bradley
Joyce Broan
John Crichton
Danny Cunningham
Karen Dean
George Dionisopoulos
Stephen Einhorn
James D. Ericson
Susan Esslinger
Robert Feitler
David Fleck
Byron Foster
Timothy C. Frautschi
Ann Gallagher
Patrick Gallagher
Lloyd A. Gerlach
Cecilia Gilbert
Anne Gimbel
Kathleen Gray
John Greene
William Haberman
Judy Hansen
Elizabeth Quadracci-Harned
Edward T. Hashek
Jill Heavnenrich
Jacqueline Herd-Barber
Peter Hotz
Janet Hume
Stephen Isaacson
Judy Jorgensen
J. Patrick Keyes
John Kordsmeier
Frank Krejci
David Kundert
Art Laskin
James LaVelle
Phoebe Lewis
David J. Lubar
Marianne Lubar
Susan Lueger
Robert H. Manegold

Vince Martin
Patti Brash McKeithan
Venora McKinney
Sandra McSweeney
Richard Meeusen
Donna Meyer
Tonen (Sara) O’Connor
Elaine N. Peterson
Anthony Petullo
Gwen Plunkett
Cara Quadraacci
John Ridley
Allen N. Rieselbach
Joseph A. Rock
Joseph Schildt
James Schloemer
Thomas Scrivner
Brenda Skelton
Anne Stratton
Renee Tyson
Kent Velde
Karin Werner
Andrew Ziegler

PRESIDENTS’ COUNCIL

T. Michael Bolger
James Braza
Joyce Broan
Lloyd A. Gerlach
Judy Hansen
Jacqueline Herd-Barber
Larry Jost
John L. Kordsmeier
Frank Krejci
Susan A. Lueger
Robert H. Manegold
Vincent L. Martin
Patricia Brash McKeithan
Donna Meyer
W. Kent Velde

LIMELIGHT LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBERS

The Limelight Legacy Society is a group of visionary donors who support The Rep through a planned gift. If you want to learn more about membership opportunities and benefits, please contact Chuck Rozewicz at 414-290-0717 or crozewicz@milwaukeerep.com

New members as of May 1, 2017 are in bold.

George R. Affeldt, Jr.
Bob Balderson
John and Carol Bannen
Adam Bauman
Mark and Gerry Biehl
Ralph Bielenberg
Melita Biese
Constance Bowman
Joyce G. Broan
Diane Dalton
Edith De Brue
Lieselott Buettner
Norman and Lucy Cohn
Stephen and Jane Chernof
Robert and Karen Dean
Rosemarie Eierman
Laurence and Roma Eiseman
Don Ellingsen
Susan and Gee Esslinger
Mrs. W. Frenzel
Deborah Fugenschuh and Mark Hinckey
Richard and Susan Hackl
Sybille Hamilton
Arlene Hansen
Judy Hansen
Lloyd and Edith Herrold
Dr. Lawrence Howards
Deb and Peter Johnson
James and Mary LaVelle
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn E. Licht
Patricia Lindner
Robert and Susan Lueger
Jim and Sally Mergener
Barbara and Charles Murphy
Elaine N. Peterson
Gwen and James Plunkett
Ronald and Barbara Poe
Gordana and Milan Racic
Jane Reilly and Jeff Glock
Patricia Ryan and Randall Daut
Roger and Margery Senn
Brenda Skelton and Jim Bengtson
John and Kine Torinus
Paul Vandeveld
W. Kent and Marcia Velde
Greg and Jodi Wait
Bettie Zillman
A STANDING OVATION FOR YOUR HOME?

You have a dream… let’s build on it.
getstarted@klassenremodeling.com
262.754.3770

Ask about Green Burials. Consultations are free.

GREEN BURIAL WISCONSIN

Goodman•Bensman
WHITEFISH BAY | FUNERAL HOME

414•964•3111
4750 North Santa Monica Boulevard, Whitefish Bay  goodmanbensman.com

Debra Marcus Watton, President  |  Terry Kleinman, Preneed Consultant
Milwaukee Catholic Home’s exciting schedule of performing arts events has included performances by Paul Cebar, Robin Pluer, the Radio Rosies, and many others.

Visit our website’s “Community Life” page to learn more.
2016/17 DONORS

THANK YOU to our donors who help The Rep create live theater at its best! The following list represents organizations and individuals who have made a cumulative financial contribution of $250 or more between August 23, 2016 – August 28, 2017. For a complete list of all our supporters, please visit www.MilwaukeeRep.com.

Corporation, Foundation and Government Giving

$1 million +
United Performing Arts Fund (UPAF)

$100,000 – $999,999
The Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation
Herzfeld Foundation
Shubert Foundation

$50,000 – $99,999
Four-Four Foundation
Greater Milwaukee Foundation
Milwaukee Public Schools
Northwestern Mutual
Rockwell Automation
Wells Fargo

$25,000 – $49,999
Associated Bank
Bader Philanthropies
Patty and Jay Baker Foundation
BMO Wealth Management
CAMPAC
The Friends of The Rep
Harley-Davidson Foundation
Heart of Canal Street
Wisconsin Department of Tourism

$10,000 – $24,999
Briggs & Stratton Corporation Foundation, Inc.
Mae E. Demmer Charitable Trust
Edgerton Foundation
Elizabeth Eiser Doolittle Charitable Trust
Einhorn Family Foundation
Ralph Evinrude Foundation
Frieda & William Hunt Memorial Trust
Godfrey & Kahn
Johnson Controls
Kohl’s
Marcus Corporation Foundation
Michael Best
National Endowment for the Arts
PNC Bank
We Energies Foundation
Wisconsin Arts Board

$1,000 – $9,999
Badger Meter, Inc.
Burke Properties
CBRE Real Estate Services
CT Charitable Fund
Davis & Kuelthau SC
Deloitte
Foley & Lardner LLP
The Gardner Foundation
William N and Janice V Godfrey Family Foundation Trust
Greater Milwaukee Association of Realtors Youth Foundation

Individual Giving

Executive Producer ($50,000 and up)
Carol and Rob Manegold
Sally Manegold

Producer ($25,000-$49,999)
Anonymous (2)
Bladen and Julia Burns
Greg and Rhonda Oberland

Associate Producer ($10,000-$24,999)
Anonymous (2)
Jacqueline Herd-Barber and Michael Barber
Melanie and Steve Booth
James E and Mary K Braza
Croen Foundation, Inc.

The Rep welcomes gifts of securities and stocks. If you plan to make such a gift, please notify the Development Department at 414-290-5366 so we can properly credit and acknowledge your generosity.
Assistant Director ($2,500-$4,999)
Fran and Lowell Adams
Richard and Sara Aster
Gary and Mithra Ballesteros
Elaine Burke
Timothy and Kathleen Carr
James Cauley and Brenda Andrews
Sue D’Alessio
Amy and Mark Diliberti
James and Rosemary Dolan
Patrick D. Gallagher
Franklyn and M. Anne Gimbel
Greater Milwaukee Foundation
Anthony and Andrea Bryant Family Fund
Richard Grunke and William Grash
Delphine Gurzyński
Leland Hansen
John and Sue Harris
Carla H. Hay
Peter and Linda Hotz
Henry and Margery Howard
Jewish Community Foundation
Mark and Cheryl Brickman Donor Advised Fund
Suzy B Ettinger Donor Advised Fund
Abigail and David Nash Donor Advised Fund
Mike and Marie Johnson
Judy and Gary Jorgensen
Tim Kraetsch and Mike Wavra
Jean and David Lauer
Franklin Loo and Sally Long
Robert and Susan Lueger
Kevin and Rosie Lyons
Daniel J. and Constance P. McCarty
Vivian Mangr
Keith and Jane Nosbusch
Elaine N. Peterson
Anthony Petullo Foundation
Jim Ramsey
Micky and Ronald Sadoff
Sue and Bud Selig
Nita Soref
Laura Strain
Judy Van Till
Christine M. and Stephen C. VanderBloomen
Kent and Marcia Velde
Teddy and Karin Werner
Wilfred Wollner

Playwright ($1,500-$2,499)
Anonymous
Helen and Bruce Ambuel
Daniel and Amy Argall
Isabel and Alfred Bader
Gary and Connie Bakker
John and Carol Bannen
Bob Barthel
Richard and Diana Barthel
Chad Bauman and Justin Dunleavy
Donna and Donald Baumgartner
Mark and Gerry Biehl
Randal and Mary Lynn Brotherhood
Warren Buliox
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce M. Camitta
David B. Carter
Mark Clements and Kelley Faulkner
Chris and Judi Collins
Jim and Marybeth Cottrill
Antony and Nikki D’Cruz
Margaret Dethloff
Sandy and George Dionisopoulos
Dr. Eric A. Durant
Ritch J. Durheim
Susan and Gee Esslinger
Kelly and Jeff Fitzsimmons
Peter Foote and Robin Wilson
Byron and Suzanne Foster
Don Fraker and Maja Jurisic
Karen and Gardner Friedlander
Richard S. and Ann L. Gallagher
Lloyd Gerlach
Greater Milwaukee Foundation
Susan and Howard Hopwood Fund
Margaret Heminway Wells Fund
Clark and Lauri Green
Katie Heil
Kenton and Janet Howestine
Judge William Jennaro (Ret.) and Rita Jennaro
Jewish Community Foundation
Micaela Levine and Tom St. John
Advised Fund
Deb and Peter Johnson
Kristine Kile
Amy and Paul Kolo
Robert and Gail Korb
Dawn Lindsey
Steven Liszewski
Dr. Paul W. Loewenstein and Ms. Jody Kaufman Loewenstein
Madeleine and David Lubar
Dawne and Ray Manista
Terri and Dave May
Dr. Daryl Melzer and Rita Hanson
Jim and Sally Miergner
Jeri Mesching
Bob and Jan Montgomery
Dr. David Paris
Fred Pike and Cecilia Taylor
Jim and Lys Reiskyl
Dave and Roberta Remstad
Susan Riedel
Cornelia Riedl
David and Pat Riersson
Paul and Lynn Rix
Karen and Richard Rodgers
Dr. Mark and Nancy Smucker
Patrick W. Schmidt and Dewey J. Caton
Maureen Swokowski and Hillieran Hess
Christine Synchych and Jim McNulty
Susan and Jim Taylor
Mike and Peg Uhlein
Brian Wachowiak
David and Cheryl Walker
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Weisman
Sarah and Eric Whyte
Maxine Wishner
Clare and Judy Zempel

Stage Manager ($1,000-$1,499)
Anonymous
Joan and Richard Abdo
Kathleen and Tom Alpren
Renee Anderson and David Ham
Robert and Peggy Arffman
Carla and Kurt Bartlett
Anne Booth and Charles Trainer
Wendy Burke
The Margaret and Lauren Charous Charitable Fund
Kay and John Crichton
Sandra and Russell Dagon
Kathy and Jim Daly
Thomas J and Deborah W Degnan
Tom and Molly Duffey
Robert and Joan Feitler
Jane M. Foster
Jason and Dięp Graham
Greater Milwaukee Foundation
Bernadine and Stephen Graff Fund
JB Fund
John and Tameica Greene
Edward Hashek and John Jors
Mark and Sue Irgens
Jewish Community Foundation
Pam Krieger Donor Advised Fund
PAR Donor Advised Fund
Dr. Jack and Myrna Kaufman
Bronwen and John Knappenberg
Dennis and Carolyn Kois
Mark and Jenny Kopetsky
Nancy and Arthur Laskin
Ely Leichtling and Sally Merrell
Phoebe Lewis
Jeannie Mantz
Sandra and Maurice McSweeney
Anne and Tom Metcalfe
Gregory and Susan Milewile
The George and Julie Mosher Family Foundation
Douglas and Susan Neis
Chris and Ninveh Neuman
David Olson and Claire Fritsche
Scott Patulski
Tamaras Porsche
Suze Purrell
John and Debbie Roesner
Mr. and Mrs. Mason G. Ross
Sue and Hank Schellinger
Jim and Andrea Slohemer
Dr. Jeffrey and Pamela Shovers
Aileen M. Smith
Joan Spector
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Principal Actor ($500-$999)
Anonymous (8)
Jim and Terri Alioto
Matteo Alioto
Elma Anderson and James Aasen
Keith and Paula Anderson
Mike and Laura Arnow
Jeff and Maureen Badding
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Bob Balderson
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David Cadle
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Bunny and Ron Cohen
Kevin and Kristina Connor
Craig Cook
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Vera and J. Frank Wilson
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Robert Woodbury
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Gertrude Zauner
Sharon Ziegler
Eve Zucker

Supporting Actor ($250-$499)
Anonymous (17)
Ian Abston
Joaoquin Altoro
June and Paul Ambro
Carole Anderson
David and Carol Anderson
Dorothy Anderson
Kathleen and Bob Anger
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Clinton Barry
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Doris Bauer
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Marie Bosetti and Tom Ehlen
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Liz and Larry Brewer
Tom and Joanne Brown
Leanne Buttte
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Crystal Christenson
Julie and Joseph Chusid
Kelly and Kathryn Clark
Sue Cleary Koch
Jeffrey Coleman
Mary and James Mark Connelly
Ann Cornell and Morgan White
Patricia Cosgrove
Cathy and Mario Costantini
David and Janice Cronin
Dr. Daniel and Patricia D’Angelo
Denny and Jolinda Cunningham
Richard and Mary Davenport
Larry and Eileen Dean
Catherine DeGroot
Steve and Claire Delonge
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Janet DiMarco
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Rick Eisenberg
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Lisa and David Feldmeier
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Sybelle Hamilton
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Lauren Harpke
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Barbara and Edward Jacob
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Nancy Jesse
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Joan and Michael Friedman Donor Advised Fund
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Dan and Patricia Johansen
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‘LIKE’ A SHOW? THEN ‘SHARE’ WHY.

KEEP THE CONVERSATION GOING AT FOOTLIGHTS.COM®
Dinner & A Show

Find dining options near your event on the all new FOOTLIGHTS.COM
**NEXT TO NORMAL**
All In Productions
This family may appear to be the typical American family, but their lives are anything but normal...

September 7-16
Next Act Theatre
(414) 278-0765

**4TH ANNUAL BR!NK NEW PLAY FESTIVAL**
Renaissance Theaterworks
The Br!NK Festival is unlike a traditional theatrical evening. These staged readings are all about the playwright’s work.

September 7-12
Various Locations
(414) 291-7800

**OVER THE RIVER AND THROUGH THE WOODS**
Sunset Playhouse
When a cross-country job offer threatens tradition, Nick’s grandparents try their best to stop him.

September 7-24
Furlan Auditorium
(262) 782-4430

**SOUVENIR**
Milwaukee Repertory Theater
*Souvenir* is a charming and hilarious musical comedy that reminds us that you can achieve anything when you set your mind to it.

September 8 - November 5
Stackner Cabaret
(414) 224-9490

---

**RUSTIC ITALIAN CUISINE**
808 E CENTER ST | 414 455 3751
CENTROCAFERIVERWEST.COM

---

**hué**
Vietnamese Inspired Cuisine

**BAY VIEW**
2691 S. Kinnickinnic Ave
414-294-0483

**WAUWATOSA**
6519 W. North Ave
414-585-0577

www.huerestaurants.com

---

**Vintage 38**
Wine Bar & Craft Beer Lounge

**uma**
wine merchant

**WINE BAR & CRAFT BEER LOUNGE**
HISTORIC DOWNTOWN GREENDALE
5648 Broad St. | 5629 Broad St.
SEX PLEASE WE’RE SIXTY
Waukesha Civic Theatre
Mistaken identities, bad backs, slammed doors, and an untested libido-enhancing drug make for one seriously silly, saucy comedy!
September 15 - October 1
Margaret Brate Bryant
Civic Theatre
(262) 547-0708

GUYS AND DOLLS
Milwaukee Repertory Theater
This celebrated musical comedy follows two small-time gamblers as they pursue love and luck, from the heart of Times Square to the cafes of Havana, Cuba.
September 19 - October 29
Quadracci Powerhouse
(414) 224-9490

FRANKIE AND JOHNNY IN THE CLAIR DE LUNE
Milwaukee Chamber Theater
Terrence McNally shines yet again in this bittersweet comedy about two people slowly revealing themselves.
September 20 - October 15
Studio Theatre
(414) 277-4477

BRITBEAT BEATLES TRIBUTE
Oconomowoc Arts Center
The BritBeat Beatles Tribute Band celebrates one of the greatest rock and roll bands of all time with the ultimate theatrical recreation concert experience.
September 23
Neudecker Main Stage
(262) 560-3172
INDULGE WITH AWARD-WINNING STEAKS, SEAFOOD AND MORE.

Embark on a culinary journey with flavorful seasonal dishes highlighting regional and sustainable ingredients, such as the Lamb Chop with heirloom tomato tart. Explore the full menu at paysbig.com/dreamdancesteak.

1721 WEST CANAL STREET  |  MILWAUKEE, WI 53233  |  1-800-PAYSBIG
MUST BE AT LEAST 21 YEARS OLD TO DINE  |  PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY
©2017 FOREST COUNTY POTAWATOMI COMMUNITY, WISCONSIN

THE WHO & THE WHAT
Milwaukee Repertory Theater
From Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright of Disgraced comes a fierce and funny new play about identity, religion, and the contradictions that make us who we are.

September 27 - November 5
Stiemke Studio
(414) 224-9490

WORKING
Marquette University Theatre
Working concerns the hopes, dreams, joys, and concerns of the average working American.

September 28 - October 8
Helfaer Theatre
(414) 288-7048

SILENT SKY
Next Act Theatre
In this magical story of science, history, family and love, a passionate woman maps her own passage through a society determined to keep her in her place.

September 28 - October 22
Next Act Theatre
(414) 278-0765

HOT MIKADO
Skylight Music Theatre
Cultures collide in this swinging hot version of Gilbert & Sullivan’s The Mikado, set to big band, jazz, blues and gospel music.

September 29 - October 15
Cabot Theatre
(414) 291-7800

THE WHO & THE WHAT
Milwaukee Repertory Theater
From Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright of Disgraced comes a fierce and funny new play about identity, religion, and the contradictions that make us who we are.

WORKING
Marquette University Theatre
Working concerns the hopes, dreams, joys, and concerns of the average working American.

SILENT SKY
Next Act Theatre
In this magical story of science, history, family and love, a passionate woman maps her own passage through a society determined to keep her in her place.

HOT MIKADO
Skylight Music Theatre
Cultures collide in this swinging hot version of Gilbert & Sullivan’s The Mikado, set to big band, jazz, blues and gospel music.

Hello! We are Corvina Wine Company, a wine bar and retail store located in West Allis, WI. We offer a wide selection of wines, a cozy tasting room, and wine events. Visit us at 6038 W. Lincoln Ave. or call us at 414-546-3407.

We are a Milwaukee Sail Loft, providing retail, wine bar, tasting room, and wine events. Visit us at 316 N. Milwaukee Street or call us at 414-291-2655.

Hi-Wa Harr’s is a restaurant located at 710 Glover Lane in Johnson Creek, WI. They offer happy hour Monday-Friday from 3PM-7PM. Visit them at www.hi-wayharrys.com or call them at 920.699.7777.

Authentic French Cuisine and just the right stuff to wash it down
Mon-Thu 11am to 9pm | Fri 11am to 10pm
Sat 5pm to 10pm | Sun 11am to 4pm

Coquette Café is a restaurant located at 316 N. Milwaukee Street in Milwaukee, WI. They offer happy hour Monday-Friday from 3PM-7PM. Visit them at www.coquetecafe.com or call them at 414-291-2655.

Coquette Café is a restaurant located at 316 N. Milwaukee Street in Milwaukee, WI. They offer happy hour Monday-Friday from 3PM-7PM. Visit them at www.coquetecafe.com or call them at 414-291-2655.

Coquette Café is a restaurant located at 316 N. Milwaukee Street in Milwaukee, WI. They offer happy hour Monday-Friday from 3PM-7PM. Visit them at www.coquetecafe.com or call them at 414-291-2655.

Coquette Café is a restaurant located at 316 N. Milwaukee Street in Milwaukee, WI. They offer happy hour Monday-Friday from 3PM-7PM. Visit them at www.coquetecafe.com or call them at 414-291-2655.
INDULGE WITH AWARD-WINNING STEAKS, SEAFOOD AND MORE.

Embellish on a culinary journey with flavorful seasonal dishes highlighting regional and sustainable ingredients, such as the Lamb Chop with heirloom tomato tart.

Explore the full menu at paysbig.com/dreamdancesteak.
ALL THE GREAT BOOKS (ABRIDGED)
In Tandem Theatre
An English class realizes they haven’t passed their final exam! 3 faculty members unite to get them through all the great works of literature in 90 minutes.

October 5-29
Tenth Street Theatre
(414) 271-1371

FINE ARTS QUARTET
UWM Peck School of the Arts
The Fine Arts Quartet celebrates their 55th and final season at UW-Milwaukee.

October 8
Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts
This event is free.

A TOAST TO 70 STRONG
Wisconsin Philharmonic
To celebrate 70 years of beautiful music in Waukesha County, Trio Solisti joins the orchestra in Beethoven’s “Triple” Concerto.

October 10
Sharon Lynne Wilson Center for the Arts
(262) 547-1858

SISTER ACT
Sunset Playhouse
When disco diva, Deloris Van Cartier, witnesses a murder, she is put in protective custody in the one place the cops are sure she won’t be found: a convent!

October 12 - November 5
Furlan Auditorium
(262) 782-4430

Y-Not II Tavern
708 E. Lyon St - 347-9972
Monica’s On Astor
1228 N. Astor St. • 765-9402

BUY ONE & GET ONE FREE
Present your theatre ticket stub or this ad to receive a FREE DRINK with the purchase of one of equal or lesser value. One coupon per visit. Expires 11/30/17.

He who has no beer, has nothing to drink!

ELSAS’S MARTINI
Our kitchen cooks until 1 a.m. Our bar shakes & stirs until 2 a.m.

ELSAS ON JEFFERSON 833

4401 North Oakland Ave | 414.963.2153
www.northshoreboulangerie.com

French/Alsatan Pastries, Breads, Coffee and Cafe Menu

He who has no beer, has nothing to drink!

Y-Not II Tavern
708 E. Lyon St - 347-9972
Monica’s On Astor
1228 N. Astor St. • 765-9402

BUY ONE & GET ONE FREE
Present your theatre ticket stub or this ad to receive a FREE DRINK with the purchase of one of equal or lesser value. One coupon per visit. Expires 11/30/17.

He who has no beer, has nothing to drink!

SHOW THIS AD FOR A FAMOUS BLOODY MARY AT HALF PRICE!
**DRACULA**
Oconomowoc Arts Center
OAC Director and the artistic director of MainStage Academy of Dance, join forces to transform Dracula into an elaborately staged ballet production.

**WYNONNA JUDD & THE BIG NOISE**
Cedarburg Performing Arts Center
Wynonna, along with her band The Big Noise, will explore the past, present and future of Wynonna’s 33-year career on the 2017 Roots & Revival Tour.

**SEX WITH STRANGERS**
Renaissance Theaterworks
A funny and passionate union blurs the lines between rewrites, romance, and royalties – proving you can’t judge a book by its author.

**SIMPLE GIFTS: A COLLABORATION**
Waukesha Choral Union
WCU will feature Daniel Elder’s “Three Nocturnes” & Aaron Copeland’s “Old American Songs” at New Berlin Eisenhower High School at this opening concert.

**Order online at www.wasabisakelounge.com**
**Make a reservation at www.opentable.com**

**3 Course Prix-Fixe Theater Menu**
Available to ensure you can enjoy a full meal and make your showtime.

Celebrate your special event with Pastiche at the Metro.
Parties from 20-100+

Reservations Recommended.
Call 414-225-3270 or visit pastichebistro.com

**WASABI**

15455 W. Bluemound Rd • Brookfield | 262.780.0011
Order online at www.wasabisakelounge.com
Make a reservation at www.opentable.com

**LIGHT UP YOUR NIGHT**
Located at the corner of Kilbourn @ Water.

kilwatcuisine.com / 414.291.4793 / intercontinental milwaukee

**3 Course Prix-Fixe**

Theater Menu
Available to ensure you can enjoy a full meal and make your showtime.

**Celebration your special event with Pastiche at the Metro.**
Parties from 20-100+

**Reservations Recommended.**
Call 414-225-3270 or visit pastichebistro.com

**Zak’s cafe**

231 S 2nd Street Milwaukee
414.271.5555
www.zakscafewi.com

7:30-3 Saturday - Thursday
7:30-10 Friday Fish Fry
THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME
Waukesha Civic Theatre
The musical drama based on Victor Hugo’s famous novel about Quasimodo, the lonely bell ringer of Notre Dame de Paris.

October 27 - November 12
Margaret Brate Bryant
Civic Theatre
(262) 547-0708

FALL SERIES
Milwaukee Youth Symphony Orchestra
Join the most successful and respected youth orchestra programs in the nation for their fall concert series!

November 1-19
Various Locations
www.myso.org/new/

THE CHERRY SISTERS REVISITED
Wisconsin Lutheran College
The Raabe Theatre will be transported back to the 1890s, where one of the most interesting musical acts touring at the time was the Cherry Sisters.

November 3-12
Raabe Theatre
(414) 443-8802

MUSIC OF THE 1960’S MAD MEN ERA
Wisconsin Philharmonic
A musical retrospective of the 1960’s is presented with the acclaimed Five by Design, known for their tight harmonies and comedic penchant.

November 7
Sharon Lynne Wilson Center for the Arts
(262) 547-1858

THE CHERRY SISTERS REVISITED
Wisconsin Lutheran College
The Raabe Theatre will be transported back to the 1890s, where one of the most interesting musical acts touring at the time was the Cherry Sisters.

November 3-12
Raabe Theatre
(414) 443-8802

MUSIC OF THE 1960’S MAD MEN ERA
Wisconsin Philharmonic
A musical retrospective of the 1960’s is presented with the acclaimed Five by Design, known for their tight harmonies and comedic penchant.

November 7
Sharon Lynne Wilson Center for the Arts
(262) 547-1858

Great Burgers | Ribs | Salads | Sunday Brunch

Bring in this ad to receive ONE FREE MARGARITA with the purchase of a Dinner Entree.

Not good with any other offers. Expires 3/31/18.

7118 West State Street | Wauwatosa, WI 414-258-5600
www.HECTORS.com
Performing Art

3029 & 3420 University Ave, Madison
608.233.4488

Modern | Scandinavian Interiors
www.centuryhouseinc.com

Going out of town?
Check out the Chicago & Madison Dining Guide
posted on FOOTLIGHTS.COM

The Century House
Modern | Scandinavian Interiors
3029 & 3420 University Ave, Madison
608.233.4488
www.centuryhouseinc.com

New Name, Same Quality Care

Our core mission to provide compassionate, high-quality care remains our priority. Taking an active step toward a more united community, we proudly introduce our new name — Ovation Communities.

We welcome you for a personal tour
414-276-2627 • Ovation.org

Senior Living with a continuum of care.
Jewish Home Milwaukee
Chai Point Milwaukee
Sarah Chudnow Mequon

Independent • Assisted • Skilled Nursing • Rehabilitation Services • Memory Care • Respite Care
Grilling is an art form.

Shop the Boelter SuperStore for all your grilling needs.

Online Ordering Now Available
Sign up today at boeltersuperstore.com/register to receive exclusive access to products and prices via our online store!
Allow us

to create the setting

Allow us to tell the unique story of your loved one in a warm and inviting place like no other in Southeastern Wisconsin. From our spacious Tower Chapel and convenient Dining Room, to intimate spaces for families to gather, see why we have a passion for touching people’s lives in a very special way.

REDESIGN your old or broken jewelry and FALL IN LOVE... again!

Modernize an old setting, recreate an estate piece, turn ordinary into extraordinary.

We make it special. We make it unique. We made it just for you.
LIVE THE HARWOOD LIFESTYLE

Fine Dining
Social Activities and Entertainment
Shopping and Day Trips
Theatre and Concert Outings
Health and Wellness Programs
Custom Services in Your Apartment
Health Care Continuum at the Lutheran Home

Reduced entrance fees on select models!
Ask about FREE DINING for a year!

8220 Harwood Avenue, Wauwatosa
harwoodplace.org | 414-256-6814
INSPIRATION
DISCOVERY
FAMILY FUN
CREATIVITY
WORKSHOPS
COMMUNITY

MAKE DREAMBANK A SPACE TO VISIT
FREE EVENTS | IN THE HEART OF MADISON | OPEN TO ALL

Hours of Inspiration
Mon.–Thurs. 9 am–8 pm,
Fri. 9 am–6 pm, Sat. 9 am–4 pm,
Sun. 11 am–3 pm

One North Pinckney Street
Madison, WI 53703
608.286.3150
amfam.com/dreambank
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